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Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s summit meeting with U.S. President Joe Biden, and his first in-person 

meet of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue mark an important step forward in India’s engagement with major 

global powers as it seeks to revive its economy and strategic role in the aftermath of the COVID-19 crisis. At the 

heart of the two leaders’ meeting was the issue of vaccine availability — and a critical victory for the Biden 

administration as it received Mr. Modi’s assurance that as the world’s largest vaccine manufacturer, India would 

resume supplies to the global COVAX pool under its ‘Vaccine Maitri’ programme. The breakthrough comes after 

turmoil in this space earlier this year, when India halted exports after facing criticism for domestic supply 

bottlenecks as it contended with a devastating second wave of COVID-19. Around the same time the U.S. also 

invoked its Defense Production Act, effectively preventing the export of raw materials for vaccine manufacture in a 

bid to prioritise domestic production. With both countries now moving forward on their domestic vaccination 

programmes, albeit with the U.S. still struggling to overcome vaccine hesitancy in certain States, the summit 

provided them a timely opportunity to take up long-pending conversations on trade, defence ties and more. At the 

confluence of those two areas was the reaffirmation by Mr. Biden that India remained a ‘Major Defence Partner’, 
making it a key nation with which Washington could share information and strengthen cooperation in advanced 

military technologies, including, for example, a recent project to co-develop air-launched unmanned aerial 

vehicles. 

Issues of global concern, including the ongoing pandemic, climate change, technology cooperation, supply 

chains and security, and preserving a free and open Indo-Pacific were themes that came up at the Quad gathering. 

Following on the heels of the first virtual summit of the four leaders in March 2021, this meeting builds upon the 

intention of the Quad member nations — India, the U.S., Australia, and Japan — to ensure an Indo-Pacific region 

“free from coercion and disputes... solved in accordance with international law”. While India has sought to 

disassociate its role as a member of the Quad from the recently announced Australia-U.K.-U.S. (AUKUS) 

partnership, there is little doubt that the creation of a fleet of nuclear-powered submarines for Australia under the 

AUKUS framework will have significant and positive implications on India’s strategic calculus regarding the Indo-

Pacific region. From New Delhi’s perspective, health concerns and economic revival remain at the very apex of the 

policy agenda. This is a time for India to rapidly deepen cooperative initiatives with the U.S. regarding vaccines and 

trade and continue engaging vigorously with the Quad for regional stability. That is the optimal strategy to 

navigate the uncertain global ecosystem that it now finds itself in. 

 

 summit (noun) – meeting, conference, conclave. 

 in-person (adjective) – relating to an event where 

people physically present together. 

 The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QSD)/The 

Quad (noun) – an informal strategic forum between 

the United States, Japan, Australia and India that 

aims to strengthen the defence and security 

cooperation amongst these four countries. It was 

initially proposed by former Japan PM Abe in order 

to check China’s growing influence and 

assertiveness in the Indo-Pacific region. 

 mark (verb) – indicate, identify, denote. 

 step forward (noun) – improvement, development, 

advancement, progress 

 engagement (noun) – participation, taking part, 

involvement. 

 seek (verb) – try, aim, attempt. 

 revive (verb) – restore, revitalize, renew. 

 strategic (adjective) – relating to achieving long-

term or overall goals. 

 aftermath (noun) – consequences, after-effects, 

repercussions; end result, outcome. 

 in the aftermath of (phrase) – in the wake of, as a 

consequence of, as a result of. 

 at the heart of (phrase) – at the most important 

part of. 

 resume (verb) – restart, start again, return to. 

 COVAX (noun) – COVAX is co-led by Gavi, the 

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations 

(CEPI), and WHO. Its aim is to accelerate the 

development and manufacture of COVID-19 

vaccines, and to guarantee fair and equitable access 

for every country in the world. 

 pool (noun) – common supply, reserve, reserves, 

store, reservoir, stock, stockpile, accumulation. 

 Vaccine Maitri (noun) – vaccine friendship; a 

humanitarian initiative undertaken by the Indian 

government to provide COVID-19 vaccines to 

countries around the world. 

 breakthrough (noun) – very important/significant 

development or progress. 

 turmoil (noun) – disorder, turbulence, confusion, 

trouble, chaos. 
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 bottleneck (noun) – a condition which appears as 

not solvable and so delays the process; setback, 

problem, issue, snag, difficulty. 

 contend with (phrasal verb) – deal with, cope with, 

face, grapple with (a difficult or unpleasant 

situation). 

 devastating (adjective) – damaging; destructive, 

ruinous, disastrous. 

 invoke (verb) – cite, refer to, adduce. 

 Defense Production Act (DPA) (noun) – It allows 

the federal government to force companies to 

increase the production of critical supplies during 

national emergencies. It gives the executive branch 

substantial powers. It allows the president, largely 

through executive order, to direct private 

companies to prioritize orders from the federal 

government. The president is also empowered to 

“allocate materials, services, and facilities” for 

national defense purposes, and take actions to 

restrict hoarding of needed supplies. 

 effectively (adverb) – practically, virtually, in effect, 

all but, more or less, almost. 

 bid (noun) – attempt, effort, endeavour/try. 

 prioritise (verb) – make a point of, highlight, call 

attention to (something as very important). 

 move forward (phrase) – make progress/strides; 

proceed, advance, improve. 

 vaccination (noun) – treatment with a vaccine to 

protect against a particular disease; immunization. 

 albeit (conjunction) – though, even though, 

however. 

 hesitancy (noun) – reluctance, unwillingness, 

disinclination. 

 vaccine hesitancy (noun) – a reluctance or refusal 

to be vaccinated or to have one’s children 

vaccinated; reluctance or refusal to vaccinate 

despite the availability of vaccines. 

 timely (adjective) – prompt, appropriate, 

opportune, well timed, at the right time. 

 take up (phrasal verb) – become involved in, 

become interested in, engage in, participate in, 

take part in. 

 confluence (noun) – convergence, meeting, 

junction, joining. 

 reaffirmation (noun) – reassertion, 

reestablishment, confirmation, endorsement. 

 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) (noun) – drone; 

an aircraft that carries no human pilot or 

passengers. 

 ongoing (adjective) – current, existing, continuing. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a new 

disease; The illness spreads around the world and 

typically affects a large number of people across a 

wide area. 

 climate change (noun) – a long-term change in the 

Earth’s climate, or of a region on Earth (Courtesy: 

NASA). 

 supply chain (noun) – a network between a 

company and its suppliers to produce and 

distribute a specific product to the final buyer. 

 preserve (verb) – sustain, conserve, protect, 

maintain. 

 open (adjective) – accessible, unrestricted. 

 The Indo-Pacific (region) (noun) – the Indo-Pacific 

region refers to the confluence (convergence) of 

the Pacific and Indian Oceans, which interconnect 

in Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, 

Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, and more). 

 theme (noun) – topic, subject, subject matter. 

 come up (phrasal verb) – occur, happen, come 

about, transpire, emerge. 

 gathering (noun) – meeting. 

 on the heels of (phrase) – close behind, soon after, 

right after, following closely. 

 virtual (adjective) – performing a task with the use 

of the computer, especially over a network. 

 virtual summit (noun) – online 

meeting/conference. 

 build upon (phrasal verb) – develop, enhance, 

expand on. 

 coercion (noun) – it means compelling an individual 

to act against his/her will by the use of 

psychological pressure or physical force causing 

bodily injury; force/pressure, oppression, 

harassment, intimidation. 

 in accordance with (phrase) –in agreement with, in 

conformity with, in line with, in compliance with. 

 international law (noun) – International law 

defines the legal responsibilities of States in their 

conduct with each other, and their treatment of 

individuals within State boundaries. International 

law’s domain encompasses a wide range of issues 

of international concern, such as human rights, 

disarmament, international crime, refugees, 

migration, problems of nationality, the treatment 

of prisoners, the use of force, and the conduct of 

war, among others. International law also regulates 

the global commons, such as the environment and 

sustainable development, international waters, 

outer space, global communications and world 

trade. 

 disassociate (verb) – dissociate, separate, detach; 

break away from, break off relations with. 
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 AUKUS (noun) – it is a new trilateral security 

partnership for the Indo-Pacific, between Australia, 

the U.K. and the U.S. The security grouping AUKUS 

will focus on advancing strategic interests in the 

Indo-Pacific region. As part of this, Australia will 

acquire nuclear-powered submarines with help 

from the U.K. and the U.S. 

 fleet (noun) – a number of vehicles/flights/ships 

(submarines in this context) working together 

(under a single ownership).  

 nuclear-powered (adjective) – powered by nuclear 

energy. 

 submarine (noun) – a warship submerged in the 

water. 

 framework (noun) – system, scheme, structure. 

 implications (noun) – consequence/outcome, 

ramification, repercussion. 

 calculus (noun) – calculation, estimation, reasoning. 

 regarding (preposition) – concerning, with 

regard/respect to, with reference to. 

 perspective (noun) – outlook, viewpoint, 

interpretation. 

 revival (noun) – improvement, rallying, picking up; 

re-establishment, reintroduction, restoration. 

 apex (noun) – pinnacle, height, highest point. 

 deepen (verb) – increase, intensify. 

 vigorously (adverb) – aggressively, strongly, 

powerfully, intensely. 

 optimal (adjective) – most favourable, optimum, 

ideal, perfect. 

 strategy (noun) – plan of action. 

 navigate (verb) – cross, traverse, negotiate. 

 uncertain (adjective) – unknown, unpredictable. 

 ecosystem (noun) – complex 

situation/environment. 

 find oneself in (phrasal verb) – discover oneself to 

be in a particular situation. 

********************************************************************************************* 

The controversy over the recent amendment to the Rajasthan Compulsory Registration of Marriages Act is 

unnecessary, as it clearly does not amount to validating or legitimising child marriage. However, the issue made by 

the Opposition and the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights may occasion a reconsideration of the 

legal framework dealing with child marriages that continue to take place despite a statutory prohibition. The 

Rajasthan law enacted in 2009 provided for compulsory registration of all marriages. It is largely similar to the 

enactments in other States, and is based on the Supreme Court’s verdict in Seema vs Ashwani Kumar (2007), which 

directed that all marriages in India should be registered. The original law itself did not exclude registration of child 

marriages, and all that the amendment does is to change the age at which the obligation to register shifts from the 

parents or guardians to the parties to the marriage. Earlier, it was the duty of the parties to the marriage to submit 

a memorandum on their marriage to the registrar if they were both above 21 years; and if younger, it was the duty 

of the parents or guardians. The amendment changes this age limit to 21 for men and 18 for women. It is difficult 

to see this change authorising the bride herself to participate in the marriage registration after the age of 18, as 

one that permits child marriage. 

Under the law, child marriages are not void, but only voidable at the instance of one of the parties, who 

may approach the court for nullifying the marriage within two years of attaining majority. Registering such a 

marriage may help establish the legal rights of the underage party and those of any children born and deter any 

attempt to deny the marriage later. It may even help prosecution of those solemnising child marriages and 

implement provisions relating to maintenance and residence of the girl whose marriage is invalidated later. 

Nothing prevents the marriage registrar from alerting the child marriage prohibition officer after registering the 

marriage. One must note that there was never any specific prohibition on registering child marriages. Even the 

Supreme Court observed that even though registration itself could not be proof of a valid marriage as such, it 

would have “great evidentiary value in the matters of custody of children, right of children born from the wedlock 

of the two persons whose marriage is registered and the age of parties to the marriage”. As a fallout of this 

controversy, Parliament ought to consider the Law Commission’s recommendation to amend the Prohibition of 

Child Marriage Act, 2006, to make child marriages below 16 years void, and those solemnised when either party 

was between 16 and 18, voidable. 

 

 Rajasthan Compulsory Registration of Marriages 

(Amendment) Bill, 2021 (noun) – It has sought to 

amend Sections 5 and 8 of the Rajasthan 

Compulsory Registration of Marriages Act, 2009, 

dealing with the appointment of Marriage 

Registration Officers and the duty of parties to a 

marriage to submit the memorandum for 

registration. The amendment authorizes the 

women above 18 years to provide information of 

their marriage on their own. (The provision for 
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mandatory registration of all marriages, including 

the child marriages, existed in the Act of 2009, and 

this amendment bill, 2021 has only reduced the 

age of girls from 21 years to 18 years for their 

responsibility to report about their marriage, 

which was earlier the duty of their parents). 

 amount to (verb) – be equivalent to, be 

tantamount to, constitute, comprise, represent. 

 legitimise (verb) – validate, legitimate, justify. 

 child marriage (noun) – A “child marriage” is 

defined as a marriage to which either of the 

contracting parties is a child. A male person, if has 

not completed twenty-one years of age, and a 

female person, if she has not completed eighteen 

years of age, is a ‘child’ for the purpose of the Act. 

 National Commission for Protection of Child 

Rights (NCPCR) (noun) – it is a statutory body 

under the Commissions for Protection of Child 

Rights (CPCR) Act, 2005 under the administrative 

control of the Ministry of Women & Child 

Development, Government of India. The 

Commission’s Mandate is to ensure that all Laws, 

Policies, Programmes, and Administrative 

Mechanisms are in consonance with the Child 

Rights perspective as enshrined in the Constitution 

of India and also the UN Convention on the Rights 

of the Child.  

 occasion (verb) – cause, give rise to, bring about, 

result in, lead to, prompt, produce. 

 framework (noun) – structure, system 

organization. 

 take place (phrase) – happen, occur, emerge, 

transpire. 

 statutory (adjective) – legitimate; required by 

statute. 

 prohibition (noun) – the act or practice of 

forbidding something by law; banning, forbidding, 

prohibiting, barring, debarment. 

 enact (verb) – make law, pass, approve, ratify. 

 enactment (noun) – validation, approval, 

endorsement, ratification (of a legislation). 

 base on (phrasal verb) – use as a basis; found, 

form, establish. 

 verdict (noun) – judgement, decision, finding, 

ruling. 

 obligation (noun) – duty, responsibility, 

commitment, necessary condition, requirement. 

 memoranda/memorandum (noun) – a written 

message; message, communication, letter. 

 authorize (verb) – give permission for, permit, 

sanction, allow, agree to, approve, give one’s 

assent/consent to. 

 void (adjective) – invalid, null and void, null, 

cancelled, revoked, rescinded, abolished, 

inoperative, ineffective. 

 voidable (adjective) – invalidated, cancellable, 

revoke, rescindable.  

 nullify (verb) – annul, void, invalidate, cancel. 

 attain (verb) – reach (a particular age).  

 deter (verb) – prevent, stop, avert, impede. 

 deny (verb) – reject, abandon, discard. 

 prosecution (noun) – legal action, legal 

proceeding, legal case. 

 solemnise (verb) – perform, celebrate, formalize, 

ceremonialize (a ceremony, especially that of 

marriage). 

 provision (noun) – clause, (legal) term, stipulation, 

requirement, condition. 

 even though (phrase) – although, in spite of the 

fact that, despite the fact that, notwithstanding.  

 as such (phrase) – in itself, of itself, by itself, 

intrinsically. 

 evidentiary (adjective) – another term for 

evidential; giving evidence. 

 wedlock (noun) – marriage. 

 fallout (noun) – adverse results/consequence; 

after-effects, repercussions. 

 ought to (modal verb) – must, should. 

 Law Commission (noun) – After independence in 

1947, there had been demand in Parliament and 

outside for establishing a Central Law Commission 

to recommend revision and updating of extant 

laws. The first Law Commission after 

independence was set up in the year 1955. 

Subsequent Commissions were constituted from 

time to time. Usually each Commission is 

constituted for a term of three years. The Law 

Commissions have been able to make important 

contribution towards the progressive development 

and codification of the laws in the country. To 

continue the work of legal reforms, Twenty-second 

Law Commission of India has been constituted on 

21st February, 2020 for a period of three years. 

 amend (verb) – alter, change, modify. 

 Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, (PCMA) 2006 

(noun) – An Act to provide for the prohibition of 

solemnisation of child marriages and for matters 

connected therewith or incidental thereto. (The 

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act (PCMA) defines 

child marriage as marriage in which either the girl 

or the boy is underage, i.e., the girl is under 18 

years of age or the boy is younger than 21 years).  
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